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Tips on How to Blissfully Co-exist with Your Cat
Give your cat(s) some (vertical) space—Cats like to
participate in activities on their own terms. By giving
your feline friend a high-rise condo from which they
can safely perch themselves to observe—and engage
—to their heart’s content, you can help them feel
safe and included. Vertical turf can be a peacemaking
tool for multi-cat households,too!

Carve out dedicated playtime every day—Play can
help reduce boredom, encourage a fit cat lifestyle,
and build strong bonds of trust and love with you. If
your cat is particularly rambunctious when you’re
trying to sleep, consider scheduling playtime for
just before you hit the hay—you just might be able
to tucker them out for a nice long cat nap that
hopefully lasts all night long!
Provide adequate scratching surfaces—Cats don’t
just like to scratch—they knead to do it (pun
intended)! They scratch to mark things with their
scent through the glands on their paws, remove nail
debris, and get in a good stretch—ahhhh! So take a
proactive step to fostering good kitty scratching
behavior by investing in different types of
scratchers, and be sure to regularly trim their nails.
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Scoop that kitty box daily—Regular litter box cleaning
(and biweekly replacement of litter and a wiping down
of the whole box with a cat-friendly sanitizer) is
essential for maintaining cat health and can help
ensure that your cat will go where you want them to go
since a dirty litter box might be to blame for out-ofthe box activities.*
* Always check with your vet to rule out a medical
issue like urinary tract infection, kidney disease, etc. if
your cat is not using their litter box or is straining to
go.
Read the room, literally! Imagine being a tiny creature
in a world of giants, where lots of sights and sounds
could be downright scary. Consider how things are
from your cat's perspective. If they're skulking around
or habitually hiding, think about why that may be. Cats
generally don't like loud noises or obstacles that make
it hard for them to see what's around the corner. And
some cats get scared when visitors enter the home.
Create cat-friendly zones by rearranging furniture so
your cat can get around in a way they’re comfortable
with. If your kitty gets anxious around company,
create a sanctuary with fresh food and water, a kitty
litter box, a scratch pad, and their favorite toys so they
can “just be” for the duration!
If you cat is experiencing behavioral issues, Rachel Geller, Ed.D. may be
able to help. Rachel provides free cat behavior counseling to address
issues like spraying, scratching, biting, and aggression toward other pets
and people. You can learn more about her services and other places
providing assistance with many different types of pet-related issues by
visiting phinneys.org/get-help and phinneys.org/care.

